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## Change Log (SR 16511 – June 2019)

### Order Form Changes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>CHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| CRS  | CLPIC | Change Rule:  
From: 4. If populated and vv=6500, return error FTRCRS159 INVALID CLPIC  
To: 4. If populated and vv = 6500 or 5448, return error FTRCRS159 INVALID CLPIC |
| CRS  | LPIC  | Change Rule:  
From: 3. If populated and vv = 6500, return error FTRCRS146 INVALID LPIC  
To: 3. If populated and vv = 6500 or 5448, return error FTRCRS146 INVALID LPIC |
| DDPS | LPIC - 071 | Change Rule:  
From: 3. If populated and vv = 6500, return error FTRDDPS160 INVALID LPIC  
To: 3. If populated and vv = 6500 or 5448, return error FTRDDPS160 INVALID LPIC |
| IS   | LPIC - 034 | Change Rule:  
From: 3. If populated and vv = 6500, return error FTRIS014 INVALID LPIC  
To: 3. If populated and vv = 6500 or 5448, return error FTRIS014 INVALID LPIC |
| LSR  | DSPTCH - 016 | Delete Usage Edit: 2. If populated and REQTYP=CB, ACT=V, return error FTRLSR474 DSPTCH PROHIBITED  
Add New Usage Edit: 2. If populated and REQTYP does not = AB or BB and TNT field not populated, return error FTRLSR326 DSPTCH PROHIBITED |
| PS   | LTOS – 013 | Add new Rule: 18. If populated and POS 4 does not = S and POS 4 of LSR.TOS = S, return error FTRPS033 POS 4 PS.LTOS MUST = S WHEN POS 4 LSR.TOS=S |
| PS   | FA – 071 | Change Rule From:  
7. If populated and vv = C, V and LNA = X, return error FTRPS216 FA = C, V PROHIBITED WHEN LNA = X  
To: 7. If populated and the vv = C, V, N and LNA = X return error FTRPS216 FA = C, V, N PROHIBITED WHEN LNA = X |
| PS   | LPIC – 023 | Change Rule:  
From: 6. If populated and vv = 6500, return error FTRPS052 INVALID LPIC  
To: 6. If populated and vv = 6500 or 5448, return error FTRPS052 INVALID LPIC |
### CHANGE LOG

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>FORM</th>
<th>FIELD</th>
<th>CHANGE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| RS   | FA – 061 | Change Rule From: 8. If populated and vv=C, V and LNA=X, return error FTRRS149 FA=C, V PROHIBITED  
To: 8. If populated and the vv=C, V, N and LNA=X return error FTRRS149 FA=C, V, N PROHIBITED WHEN LNA=X |
| RS   | LPIC – 028 | Change Rule:  
From: 5. If populated and vv = 6500, return error FTRRS030 INVALID LPIC  
To: 5. If populated and vv = 6500 or 5448, return error FTRRS030 INVALID LPIC |
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